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There are different kinds of medical intuitives. Basically, Sentelligent 
Medical Intuitives intuit what is keeping the body from healing itself. It 
can be emotional, physical, mental or spiritual.  
 
They tap in and determine the patterns and core issues causing 
illness, which may reoccur unless they are released and resolved. 
They also intuit nutritional deficiencies and diets and how to remedy 
them. 
 
Intuit means to know or sense immediately without the use of 
reasoning.  
 
Some medical intuitives tell you what kind of doctor to see or what 
types of medications are needed. Others go inside the body to see 
what is going on. 
 
Sentelligent Medical Intuitives do it differently. They believe in 
complementary medicine but focus on getting at the core of what is 
making you sick. 
 
We are all born Sentelligent. This is a word I coined which refers to 
our ability to tap in to all 5 senses, our intuition, our feelings and 
something greater than ourselves - also known as Spirit, God or 
Source. 
 
To be Sentelligent means to learn to listen to your body, the words 
you speak, the nudges you get and what happens easily. 
 
When you meditate, you can hear your intuition more easily as your 
mind chatter is quieter. Whether you meditate regularly or not, doing 
my One Minute Meditation several times a day can help in many 
ways. 



 
Everyone is intuitive and can learn to access higher levels of 
information safely and accurately. 
 
I attune my students to access high levels of Source information. 
 
Those who desire to be medical intuitives care about health and 
wellness. Often they have their own health challenges, which 
make them more passionate about helping themselves and others in 
a way that is natural -- without a lot of 
drugs or surgery. 
 
 Medication can help a great deal but also may cause side effects. 
You may feel better but there can be repercussions. 
 
Anyone can become a Sentelligent Medical Intuitive if they so desire. 
It is a great way to: 1) complement your current career, 2)  get 
training for a new one and/OR 3) help family, friends and pets. 
 
People have many levels to their purpose. Note when you have a 
yearning to do something more fulfilling or learn something someone 
else is doing. This is a sign. 
 
I have taught people from many walks of life to become medical 
intuitives including some who are changing careers, retired people, 
health coaches, massage therapists, energy practitioners, Theta 
healers, bio-feedback specialists, and many other alternative 
practitioners.  
 
Some people choose to add this service to their current practice so 
they can help their patients and themselves even more. Some 
choose to start a new business and some simply choose to help 
family, friends and/or pets with the information they are able to 
access as medical intuitives. 
 
 
You can learn more about Sentelligent Medical Intuitive Training 
at http://SentelligentSolution.com/smi 
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